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Abstract

produce general summaries. In this case, the focus
is the summarization, extracting salient information
from reviews and organizing them properly. Compared with traditional text summarizers, sentimentinformed summarizers generally perform better as
shown by human evaluation results (Carenini et al.,
2006; Lerman et al., 2009).

Review mining and summarization has been
a hot topic for the past decade. A lot of effort has been devoted to aspect detection and
sentiment analysis under the assumption that
every review has the same utility for related
tasks. However, reviews are not equally helpful as indicated by user-provided helpfulness
assessment associated with the reviews. In
this thesis, we propose a novel review summarization framework which summarizes review content under the supervision of automated assessment of review helpfulness. This
helpfulness-guided framework can be easily
adapted to traditional review summarization
tasks, for a wide range of domains.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, as reviews thrive on the web, more and
more people wade through these online resources
to inform their own decision making. Due to the
rapid growth of the review volume, the ability of
automatically summarizing online reviews becomes
critical to allowing people to make use of them.
This makes review mining and summarization an
increasingly hot topic over the past decade. Generally speaking, there are two main paradigms in
review summarization. One is aspect-based opinion summarization, which aims to differentiate and
summarize opinions regarding specific subject aspects. It usually involves fine-grained analysis of
both review topics and review sentiment. The other
is more summarization-oriented, prior work under
this category either assumes a shared topic or aims to
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However, one implicit assumption shared by most
prior work is that all reviews are of the same utility in review summarization tasks, while reviews
that comment on the same aspect and are associated with the same rating may have difference influence to users, as indicated by user-provided helpfulness assessment (e.g. “helpful” votes on Amazon.com). We believe that user-generated helpfulness votes/ratings suggest people’s point of interest
in review exploration. Intuitively, when users refer to online reviews for guidance, reviews that are
considered helpful by more people naturally receive
more attention and credit, and thus should be given
more weight in review summarization. Following
this intuition, we hypothesize that introducing review helpfulness information into review summarization can yield more useful review summaries.
In addition, we are also motivated by the challenges that we faced when summarizing educational
peer reviews in which the review entity is also text.
In the peer-review domain, traditional algorithms
of identifying review aspects may suffer as reviews
contain both reviewers’ evaluations of a paper and
reviewers’ references to the paper. Such heterogeneous sources of review content bring challenges to
aspect identification, and the educational perspective
of peer review directly affects the characteristics of
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desired summaries, which has not ye been taken into
consideration in any of the current summarization
techniques. We expect the helpfulness assessment
of peer reviews can identify important information
that should be captured in peer-review summaries.

2

Related work

The proposed work is grounded in the following
areas: review-helpfulness analysis, review summarization and supervised topic modeling. In this section, we will discuss existing work in the literature
and explain how the proposed work relates to them.
2.1

Review-helpfulness analysis

In the literature, most researchers take a supervised
approach in modeling review helpfulness. They either aggregate binary helpfulness votes for each review into a numerical score, or directly use numerical helpfulness ratings. Kim et. al (2006) took the
first attempt, using regression to model review helpfulness based on various linguistic features. They
reported that the combination of review length, review unigrams and product rating statistics performed best. Along this line, other studies showed
the perceived review helpfulness depends not only
on the review content, but also on some other factors. Ghose et. al (2008) found that the reviewer’s
reviewing history also matters. However, they observed that review-subjectivity, review-readability
and other reviewer-related features are interchangeable for predicting review helpfulness. In addition,
the empirical study on Amazon reviews conducted
by Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et. al (2009) revealed
that the perceived helpfulness is also affected by
how a review relates to the other reviews of the same
product. However, given our goal of using review
helpfulness assessment to guide summarization towards generating more useful summaries rather than
to explain each individual helpfulness rating, we
will ignore the interaction of helpfulness assessment
among reviews of the same target.
Furthermore, the utility of features in modeling
review helpfulness may vary with the review domain. Mudambi et. al (2010) showed that for
product reviews, the product type moderates both
the product ratings and review length on the perceived review helpfulness. For educational peer re78

views, in X (2011) we showed that cognitive constructs which predict feedback implementation can
further improve our helpfulness model upon general
linguistic features. These findings seem to suggest
that the review helpfulness model should be domaindependent, due to the specific semantics of “helpfulness” defined in context of the domain.
2.2

Review summarization

One major paradigm of review summarization is
aspect-based summarization, which is based on
identifying aspects and associating opinion sentiment with them. (Although this line of work is
closely related to sentiment analysis, it is not the
focus of this proposed work.) While initially people use information retrieval techniques to recognize aspect terms and opinion expressions (Hu and
Liu, 2004; Popescu and Etzioni, 2005), recent work
seems to favor generative statistical models more
(Mei et al., 2007; Lu and Zhai, 2008; Titov and McDonald, 2008b; Titov and McDonald, 2008a; Blei
and McAuliffe, 2010; Brody and Elhadad, 2010;
Mukherjee and Liu, 2012; Sauper and Barzilay,
2013). One typical problem with these models is
that many discovered aspects are not meaningful to
end-users. Some of these studies focus on distinguishing aspects in terms of sentiment variation by
modeling aspects together with sentiment (Titov and
McDonald, 2008a; Lu and Zhai, 2008; Mukherjee
and Liu, 2012; Sauper and Barzilay, 2013). However, little attention is given to differentiating review
content directly regarding their utilities in review
exploration. Mukherjee and Liu (2012) attempted
to address this issue by introducing user-provided
aspect terms as seeds for learning review aspects,
though this approach might not be easily generalized
to other domains, as users’ point of interest could
vary with the review domain.
Another paradigm of review summarization is
more summarization-oriented. In contrast, such approaches do not require the step of identifying aspects, instead, they either assume the input text share
the same aspect or aim to produce general summaries. These studies are closely related to the traditional NLP task of text summarization. Generally
speaking, the goal of text summarization is to retain
the most important points of the input text within a
shorter length. Either extractively or abstractively,

one important task is to determine the informativeness of a text element. In addition to reducing information redundancy, different heuristics were proposed within the context of opinion summarization.
Stoyanov and Cardie (2008) focused on identifying
opinion entities (opinion, source, target) and presenting them in a structured way (templates or diagrams). Lerman et. al (2009) reported that users
preferred sentiment informed summaries based on
their analysis of human evaluation of various summarization models, while Kim and Zhai (2009) further considered an effective review summary as representative contrastive opinion pairs. Different from
all above, Ganesan et. al (2010) represented text
input as token-based graphs based on the token order in the string. They rank summary candidates by
scoring paths after removing redundant information
from the graph. For any summarization framework
discussed above, the helpfulness of the review elements (e.g. sentences, opinion entities, or words),
which can be derived from the review overall helpfulness, captures informativeness from another dimension that has not been taken into account yet.
2.3

Supervised content modeling

As review summarization is meant to help users acquire useful information effectively, what and how
to summarize may vary with user needs. To discover
user preferences, Ando and Ishizaki (2012) manually analyzed travel reviews to identify the most
influential review sentences objectively and subjectively, while Mukherjee and Liu (2012) extract and
categorize review aspects through semi-supervised
modeling using user-provided seeds (categories of
terms). In contrast, we are interested in using userprovided helpfulness ratings for guidance. As these
helpfulness ratings are existing meta data of reviews,
we will need no additional input from users. Specifically, we propose to use supervised LDA (Blei and
McAuliffe, 2010) to model review content under the
supervision of review helpfulness ratings. Similar
approach is widely adopted in sentiment analysis,
where review aspects are learned in the presence
of sentiment predictions (Blei and McAuliffe, 2010;
Titov and McDonald, 2008a). Furthermore, Branavan et. al (2009) showed that joint modeling of text
and user annotations benefits extractive summarization. Therefore, we hypothesize modeling review
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content together with review helpfulness is beneficial to review summarization as well.

3

Data

We plan to experiment on three representative review domains: product reviews, book reviews and
peer reviews. The first one is mostly studied, while
the later two types are more complex, as the review
content consists of both reviewer’s evaluations of the
target and reviewer’s references to the target, which
is also text. This property makes review summarization more challenging.
For product reviews and book reviews, we plan
to use Amazon reviews provided by Jindal and Liu
(2008), which is a widely used data set in review
mining and sentiment analysis. We consider the
helpfulness assessment of an Amazon review as the
ratio of “helpful” votes over all votes (Kim et al.,
2006). For educational peer reviews, we plan to use
an annotated corpus (Nelson and Schunn, 2009) collected from an online peer-review reciprocal system,
which we used in our prior work (Xiong and Litman,
2011). Two experts (a writing instructor and a content instructor) were asked to rate the helpfulness of
each peer review on a scale from one to five (Pearson
correlation r = 0.425, p ≤ 0.01). For our study, we
consider the average ratings given by the two experts
(which roughly follow a normal distribution) as the
gold standard of review helpfulness ratings. To be
consistent with the other review domains, we normalize peer-review helpfulness ratings in the range
between 0 and 1.

4

Proposed work

The proposed thesis work consists of three parts:
1) review content analysis using user-provided helpfulness ratings, 2) automatically predicting review
helpfulness and 3) a helpfulness-guided review summarization framework.
4.1

Review content analysis

Before advocating the proposed idea, we would test
our two hypothesis: 1) user-provided review helpfulness assessment reflects review content difference. 2) Considering review content in terms of internal content (e.g. reviewers’ opinions) vs. external content (e.g. book content), the internal content

influences the perceived review helpfulness more
than the external content.
We propose to use two kind of instruments, one is
Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC)1 , which is
a manually created dictionary of words; the other is
the set of review topics learned by Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003; Blei and
McAuliffe, 2010). LIWC analyzes text input based
on language usages both syntactically and semantically, which reveals review content patterns at a high
level; LDA can be used to model sentence-level review topics which are domain specific.
For the LIWC-based analysis, we test whether
each category count has a significant effect on the
numerical helpfulness ratings using paired T-test.
For LDA-based analysis, we demonstrate the difference by show how the learned topics vary when
helpfulness information is introduced as supervision. Specifically, by comparing the topics learned
from the unsupervised LDA and those learned from
the supervised LDA (with helpfulness ratings), we
expect to show that the supervision of helpfulness
ratings can yield more meaningful aspect clusters.
It is important to note that in both approaches
a review is considered as a bag of words, which
might be problematic if the review has both internal
and external content. Considering this, we hypothesize that the content difference captured by userprovided helpfulness ratings is mainly in the reviewers’ evaluation rather than in the content of external
sources (hypothesis 2). We plan to test this hypothesis on both book reviews and peer reviews by analyzing review content in two conditions: in the first
condition (the control condition), all content is preserved; in the second condition, the external content
is excluded. If we observe more content variance
in the second condition than the first one, the second hypothesis is true. Thus we will separate review
internal and external content in the later summarization step. For simplification, in the second condition, we only consider the topic words of the external content; we plan to use a corpus-based approach
to identify these topic terms and filter them out to
reduce the impact of external content.
1

Url: http://www.liwc.net. We are using LIWC2007.
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4.2

Automated review helpfulness assessment

Considering how review usefulness would be integrated in the proposed summarization framework,
we propose two models for predicting review helpfulness at different levels of granularity.
A discriminative model to learn review global
helpfulness. Previously we (2011) built a discriminative model for predicting the helpfulness of educational peer reviews based on prior work of automatically predicting review helpfulness of product reviews (Kim et al., 2006). We considered both
domain-general features and domain-specific features. The domain-general features include structure
features (e.g. review length), semantic features, and
descriptive statistics of the product ratings (Kim et
al., 2006); the domain-specific features include the
percentage of external content in reviews and cognitive and social science features that are specific
to the peer-review domain. To extend this idea to
other types of reviews: for product reviews, we consider product aspect-related terms as the topic words
of the external content; for book reviews, we take
into account author’s profile information (number
of books, the mean average book ratings). As we
showed that replacing review unigrams with manually crafted keyword categories can further improve
the helpfulness model of peer reviews, we plan to
investigate whether review unigrams are generally
replaceable by review LIWC features for modeling
review helpfulness.
A generative model to learn review local helpfulness. In order to utilize user-provided helpfulness
information in a decomposable fashion, we propose
to use sLDA (Blei and McAuliffe, 2010) to model
review content with review helpfulness information
at the review level, so that the learned latent topics
will be predictive of review helpfulness. In addition
to evaluating the model’s predictive power and the
quality of the learned topics, we will also investigate the extent to which the model’s performance is
affected by the size of the training set, as we may
need to use automatically predicted review helpfulness instead, if user-provided helpfulness information is not available.

4.3

Helpfulness-guided review summarization

In the proposed work, we plan to investigate various
methods of supervising an extractive review summarizer using the proposed helpfulness models. The
simplest method (M1) is to control review helpfulness of the summarization input by removing reviews that are predicted of low helpfulness. A similar method (M2) is to use post-processing rather
than pre-processing – reorder the selected summary
candidates (e.g. sentences) based on their predicted
helpfulness. The helpfulness of a summary sentence
can be either inferred from the local-helpfulness
model (sLDA), or aggregated from review-level
helpfulness ratings of the review(s) from which the
sentence is extracted. The third one (M3) works
together with a specific summarization algorithm,
interpolating traditional informativeness assessment
with novel helpfulness metrics based on the proposed helpfulness models.
For demonstration, we plan to prototype the proposed framework based on MEAD* (Carenini et al.,
2006), which is an extension of MEAD (an opensource framework for multi-document summarization (Radev et al., 2004)) for summarizing evaluative text. MEAD* defines sentence informativeness based on features extracted through standard
aspect-based review mining (Hu and Liu, 2004). As
a human-centric design, we plan to evaluate the proposed framework in a user study in terms of pairwise comparison of the reviews generated by different summarizers (M1, M2, M3 and MEAD*). Although fully automated summarization metrics are
available (e.g. Jensen-Shannon Divergence (Louis
and Nenkova, 2009)), they favor summaries that
have a similar word distribution to the input and thus
do not suit our task of review summarization.
To show the generality of the proposed ideas, we
plan to evaluate the utility of introducing review
helpfulness in aspect ranking as well, which is an
important sub-task of review opinion analysis. If
our hypothesis (1) is true, we would expect aspect
ranking based on helpfulness-involved metrics outperforming the baseline which does not use review
helpfulness (Yu et al., 2011). This evaluation will
be done on product reviews and peer reviews, as the
previous work was based on product reviews, while
peer reviews tend to have an objective aspect rank81

ing (provided by domain experts).

5

Contributions

The proposed thesis mainly contributes to review
mining and summarization.
1. Investigate the impact of the source of review
content on review helpfulness. While a lot of
studies focus on product reviews, we based our
analysis on a wider range of domains, including
peer reviews, which have not been well studied
before.
2. Propose two models to automatically assess review helpfulness at different levels of granularity. While the review-level global helpfulness model takes into account domain-specific
semantics of helpfulness of reviews, the local helpfulness model learns review helpfulness
jointly with review topics. This local helpfulness model allows us to decompose overall review helpfulness into small elements, so that
review helpfulness can be easily combined with
metrics of other dimensions in assessing the
importance of summarization candidates.
3. Propose a user-centric review summarization
framework that utilizes user-provided helpfulness assessment as supervision. Compared
with previous work, we take a data driven approach in modeling review helpfulness as well
as helpfulness-related topics, which requires
no extra human input of user-preference and
can be adapted to typical review summarization
tasks such as aspect selection/ranking, summary sentence ordering, etc.
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